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WHAT CITRIX AND SAMSUNG MOBILE BRING
TO THE BYOD TABLE:
As leaders in building flexible, mobile workstyle products
and services for the enterprise, Citrix and Samsung Mobile
can help organizations profit from BYOD without the peril—
secure and strategic solutions to free the most innovative
devices available.
Desktop and app virtualization.
With Citrix virtualization solutions, organizations can
securely deliver individual Windows, web and SaaS
applications, or full virtual desktops, to PCs, Macs,
tablets, smartphones, laptops, and thin clients—all
with a high-definition user experience.
A seamless work session regardless of device or location.
With SmoothRoaming, a unique capability from Citrix, people
can move across devices and locations without re-opening
documents and re-launching applications—so they can pick
work up right where they left off on every screen they use.
Highly efficient, high-definition collaboration.
Rich collaboration and communication tools from Citrix,
along with high-definition Samsung tablets and smartphones, enable people to initiate or join meetings from
any location in seconds. And they can do it on any device,
with high-quality video and audio for true
face-to-face interaction.
Data security without device constraint.
With centralized data protection, secure file sharing and
syncing, mobile management and collaboration applications,
and a broad portfolio of enterprise-protected devices,
Citrix and Samsung Mobile give BYOD both the freedom
and high-level security it needs to succeed.
For more information about Citrix and Samsung Mobile
solutions and to learn about best practices for BYOD, visit:
www.citrix.com/byod
www.samsungmobileb2b.com.
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SET
YOUR
WORKFORCE
FREE.

EMBRACE CONSUMERIZATION.
EMPOWER EMPLOYEES.
SIMPLIFY IT.
Give people the freedom to work
on the device of their choice,
and you’ll see your business
perform at its best. Together,
Citrix and Samsung Mobile put
this promise to action—with
bring-your-own-device (BYOD)
solutions that enable your
workforce to simply and securely
work from anywhere on
any device.
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BYOD IS HERE TO STAY.

BYOIT IS THE NEXT BIG PLAY.

92% of companies reported the growing use of non-companyissued computing devices for work. But over 75% of CIOs
worry that further consumerization of IT could lead to increased
business risks.
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GIVE THEM THE FREEDOM TO WORK
THE WAY THEY WORK BEST.

SO HOW DO ORGANIZATIONS EMBRACE
BYOD WITHOUT INCREASING RISK?

Empowering people to choose their own personal devices
increases productivity, satisfaction, talent recruitment, and
employee retention.

BYOD is liberating workforces and fueling productivity,
but a strategic, well-architected enterprise approach is
essential. Without it, organizations are left exposed to
security gaps, compliance issues, and IT complexity.
The keys to a more successful approach will:

• Any device from anywhere
People want the freedom and flexibility to work
from anywhere with any device—either personal or
business—with always-connected convenience and
productivity.
• Multiple devices, multiple scenarios
BYOD lets people choose the best device for any need or
situation. Centralized management enables IT to efficiently
support a variety of personal notebooks, smartphones,
and tablets.
• Face-to-face contact
Through smart devices and online collaboration solutions,
professionals can interact face-to-face with customers,
partners, and colleagues in any part of the world.
• Healthy work-life balance
Business can call at any time. So give employees tools and
resources that help them drive value for the organization—anytime and anywhere—without taking them away
from their personal and family lives.

HOW PEOPLE-CENTERED IT WILL SET BYOD FREE:
• IT will play a critical role in governance and enablement,
but people will be at the center of the process, selecting
devices for their needs and on their terms.

• IT will be organic and unstructured, driven by tasks
and relationships.

• Mobile will be a dominant use case, not an occasional one.

• Data will be created, stored, shared, and accessed based
on tasks and relationships—not apps or devices.

• Devices and locations will be determined by end users.

Consumerization of IT will drive more IT change than
any other trend in the next ten years.

• Empower people to use their own device with secure,
self-service apps and follow-me data.

Enlightened IT

• Protect sensitive information from loss and theft while
addressing privacy, compliance, and risk management
mandates.

provides smart governance and service delivery

• Reduce costs, and simplify IT with centralized app
management and self-service provisioning.
• Enable easy, secure file sharing inside or outside the
organization.
• Improve collaboration for employees on the move with
online meetings, high-def audio and video conferencing.

1. Citrix Global BYO Index: IT Organizations Embrace
Bring-Your-Own Devices, 2011.
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will be on-demand,
self-service, and
task-specific tools

is available to employees
as needed, independent
of app or device
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2. Consumerization creates IT management blind spots, increases
business risk: survey, Network World, January 6, 2012.

will drive applications and device
deployment with choices that
work for them
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Innovative Devices

are chosen by people based on convenience, task, and location

IT controls the data. People control the device.
With Citrix CloudGateway™, apps and data are centralized
and managed within the datacenter. IT maintains data
protection, compliance, access control, and user administration on any company-owned or BYOD device—with no
need to worry about where the person or device is located.
Follow me, protect me, or simply erase me.
Follow-me data solutions from Citrix free people up—to
securely share and sync data, and even pick up previous
work sessions across any device or location. But they
also enable IT to control access with usage policies and
offer the power to remotely wipe data from any lost or
stolen device.

For our eyes only.
Successful BYOD brings personal convenience and enterprise security together. Citrix file sharing technologies let
people securely share files inside or outside their organization, and sync files across all of their Samsung Mobile devices.
Personally relevant, enterprise protected devices.
With a broad portfolio of devices to meet every personal
and workstyle need, Samsung SAFE ™-certified devices are
configured specifically with enterprise use in mind, and
protected through On-Device Encryption and Mobile Device
Management (MDM).
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